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Abstract We introduce an efficient approach for

sequential protein backbone assignment based on two

complementary proton-detected 4D solid-state NMR

experiments that correlate HN
i /Ni with CAi/COi or CAi-1/

COi-1. The resulting 4D spectra exhibit excellent sensi-

tivity and resolution and are amenable to (semi-)automatic

assignment approaches. This strategy allows to obtain

sequential connections with high confidence as problems

related to peak overlap and multiple assignment possibili-

ties are avoided. Non-uniform sampling schemes were

implemented to allow for the acquisition of 4D spectra

within a few days. Rather moderate hardware requirements

enable the successful demonstration of the method on

deuterated type III secretion needles using a 600 MHz

spectrometer at a spinning rate of 25 kHz.

Keywords Proton-detection � Sparse sampling � MAS
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Introduction

Solid-state NMR (ssNMR) is a unique technique to gain

atomic-level insights into structure and dynamics of

insoluble biomolecules such as microcrystalline proteins

(Igumenova et al. 2004; Knight et al. 2012), amyloid fibrils

(Tycko 2011), supramolecular assemblies (Han et al. 2010;

Loquet et al. 2012) and membrane proteins in liposomes

(Chen et al. 2014; Hu et al. 2010; Lange et al. 2006; Wang

2013). Compared to traditional ssNMR experiments in

which normally signals from 13C or 15N are detected,

proton detection (Ishii et al. 2001; Reif and Griffin 2003)

can further extend the scope of ssNMR by enhancing

spectral sensitivity because of the high gyromagnetic ratio

of 1H and by improving resolution via the additional

observable nucleus.

Backbone assignment, associating NMR signals to the

backbone nuclei of a certain residue, is the first and

essential step of every NMR study. For proton-detected

experiments, several different backbone assignment strat-

egies were developed depending on the protonation level.

At ultra-fast spin rates ([40 kHz) and high external mag-

netic fields, fully protonated samples or perdeuterated

samples with 100 % reprotonation can be utilized, which

enables straightforward dipolar and scalar-based transfer

pathways that correlate HNi and Ni to carbon nuclei of

residue i or i - 1, such as CA and CO, and even CB

(Knight et al. 2011, 2012; Zhou et al. 2012). In contrast,

partial reprotonation (ca 10–20 %) is required at moderate

spinning rates and low external magnetic fields in order to

obtain well resolved 1H spectra (Chevelkov et al. 2006;

Linser 2012; Linser et al. 2008) for which a dipolar-based

‘‘out and back’’ magnetization transfer pathway was shown

to yield superior sensitivity (Chevelkov et al. 2014; Linser

2012; Linser et al. 2008).
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While higher dimensional NMR spectra offer better

resolution and more information (Huber et al. 2011; Linser

et al. 2011; Trent Franks et al. 2010; Wylie et al. 2014),

they also exponentially increase the measurement time if a

uniform sampling scheme is employed. Non-uniform

sampling (NUS) methods provide a convenient way to

circumvent the time barrier of high-dimensional NMR

experiments (Jaravine et al. 2006). NUS schemes have

been widely applied in solution NMR studies (Coggins

et al. 2010; Hyberts et al. 2012; Orekhov et al. 2003). More

recently, the usefulness of NUS in ssNMR has also been

explored and validated (Huber et al. 2011; Jones and

Opella 2006; Lin and Opella 2013; Linser 2014; Suiter

et al. 2014; Sun et al. 2012; Trent Franks et al. 2010).

Taking advantage of proton detection and non-linear

sampling, we designed a method to facilitate (semi-)auto-

matic backbone assignment, which is based on two com-

plementary proton-detected 4D magic-angle spinning

(MAS) experiments. Currently, automatic backbone

assignment is still not straightforward in ssNMR applica-

tions but promising first examples have been presented

(Barbet-Massin 2014; Hu et al. 2011; Nielsen et al. 2014;

Schmidt et al. 2013). The 4D correlations obtained from

the two introduced experiments are ideal input information

for automatic backbone assignment software such as

MARS (Jung and Zweckstetter 2004). Here, we present a

successful application of our 4D approach to an insoluble,

non-crystalline protein assembly, the Salmonella typhimu-

rium type III secretion system (T3SS) needle (Cornelis and

WolfWatz 1997). The 80-residue subunit PrgI was uni-

formly 13C/15N labeled and perdeuterated with 20 % rep-

rotonation on exchangeable sites (Chevelkov et al. 2014)

(Fig. S1).

Materials and methods

Sample preparation

Expression, purification and polymerization of perdeuter-

ated 15N- and 13C-labled PrgI protein was carried out as

previously described (Chevelkov et al. 2014; Loquet et al.

2012). The sample was reprotonated in a buffer containing

20 % H2O and 80 % D2O. Approximately 3.5 mg of

sample was packed into a 2.5 mm rotor.

Solid-state NMR experiments

The experiments were carried out at a MAS rate of 25 kHz

on a 14.1 T wide-bore spectrometer (Bruker Biospin,

Germany), equipped with a 2.5 mm triple-resonace (1H, X,

Y) MAS probe. All chemical shifts were referenced to the

signal of internal DSS. The sample temperature was kept at

284 K, which was measured by the position of the water

proton resonance. The 2D (H)NH experiment was imple-

mented as before (Chevelkov et al. 2014) (spectrum shown

in Fig. S1). The maximum acquisition times were 65.8 ms

for N and 40 ms for HN.

The two pulse schemes are based on our previously

described proton-detected 3D correlation experiments, and

employ similar ‘‘out and back’’ transfer pathways

Fig. 1 a (H)CACO(CA)NH pulse sequence to obtain intra-residual

HNi, Ni, CAi and COi correlations. b (H)COCA(CO)NH pulse

sequence to obtain inter-residual HNi?1, Ni?1, CAi and COi

correlations. Open, filled and striped bars represent 90�, 180� and

trim pulses, respectively. Bell shapes indicate selective 180� pulses on

CO and CA (Geen and Freeman 1991). c Schematic representation of

the inter-spin correlations provided by the two experiments
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(Chevelkov et al. 2014). The (H)CACO(CA)NH pulse

program provides intra-residue correlations of HNi, Ni, CAi

and COi (Fig. 1a). The initial magnetization on HNi is

transferred to CAi by cross polarization and then further

distributed to COi employing HORROR (Nielsen et al.

1994). The remaining magnetization on CA is removed by

a 13C spin-lock applied on the CO band, matching the

rotary resonance condition on CA as described previously

(Chevelkov et al. 2014). Subsequently, the magnetization is

transferred back to CAi using HORROR, then to Ni by CA–

N SPECIFIC-CP (Baldus et al. 1998) and finally back to

HNi for detection. At times where the transverse magne-

tization is on COi, CAi and Ni, respectively, chemical shift

evolution periods are inserted. During the COi evolution

period, a 180� selective pulse on CA is applied to refocus

CO–CA J couplings and a high-power 180� pulse on N to

remove N–CO J couplings, whereas only waltz-16 (Shaka

et al. 1983) is used for N–CA decoupling during the CAi

evolution period. During N evolution, N–CA and N–CO J

couplings are removed by a train of 180� hard pulses with a

XY-16 phase scheme (Gullion et al. 1990) applied in the

middle of CO and CA bands. HN is decoupled from N by a

single 180� hard pulse in the middle of the N evolution

period. Waltz-16 (Shaka et al. 1983) is applied on N during

proton detection. The water signal is saturated by a proton

pulse sequence while N magnetization is stored along the

?z direction before transfer back to protons (Zhou and

Rienstra 2008) (Experimental details can be found in the

supplementary material).

The same approach with minor modifications can be

used for the complementary (H)COCA(CO)NH experiment

illustrated in Fig. 1b, which correlates HNi ? 1, Ni ? 1,

CAi and COi (see also supplementary material).

To carry out these two 4D experiments with good sen-

sitivity and resolution in a reasonable time frame, we

adopted a NUS scheme that covered only 20 % of the full

sampling space (NUS details can be found in the supple-

mentary material). In this way, the experimental time of a

single spectrum could be reduced from 27.5 to 5.5 days.

Sparsely sampled datasets were then further processed by

means of the mddNMR software (Orekhov et al. 2003).

Results and discussion

In the first experiment, (H)CACO(CA)NH, four backbone

atoms within the same residue, HNi, Ni, CAi and COi are

correlated (pulse scheme shown in Fig. 1a). In the second

complementary experiment, (H)COCA(CO)NH, the inter-

residue correlations between HNi ? 1 and Ni ? 1 with CAi

and COi are established (Fig. 1b). The HN and N atom pairs

are used as ‘‘anchor points’’ the same way as in routine

solution NMR backbone assignment strategies. The

connectivity between neighbouring anchor points is then

obtained by matching chemical shifts of both CA and CO

atoms. This approach efficiently reduces assignment

ambiguities because the peaks are very well-separated in

4D space and two chemical shifts are simultaneously used

to establish sequential connections.

The overall transfer efficiencies found were the same as

in the previously reported 3D correlation experiments

(Chevelkov et al. 2014). The first FID of the (H)COCA(-

CO)NH spectrum exhibits *8 % intensity compared to the

signal in a (H)NH 1D spectrum. Almost all residues give

rise to signals except a few: the first four residues, N22,

L23, K50 and S62. These residues were also weak or not

visible in 2D and 3D correlation spectra as described in our

previous study (Chevelkov et al. 2014).

The assignment strategy is illustrated in Fig. 2a by a

sequential walk along the backbone of PrgI from residue K69

to D72. In the HN–N 2D planes of the two 4D spectra defined

by CA and CO chemical shifts of residue K69, each plane

contains a single peak. The peak with chemical shifts HN69,

N69, CA69 and CO69, labelled as HN69N69(CA69CO69)

(the two dimensions defining the 2D plane position in the 4D

spectrum are indicated in brackets), is from the (H)CACO

(CA)NH spectrum that reveals the intra-residue correlation

(peak depicted in green). The other peak, labeled corre-

spondingly as HN70N70(CA69CO69), is from the

(H)COCA(CO)NH spectrum yielding the inter-residue cor-

relation (shown in blue).

From the peak HN70N70(CA69CO69), the chemical

shifts of HN70 and N70 can be obtained. After navigating

to the CA–CO plane defined by the HN70 and N70

chemical shifts, again two peaks are observed in the two

planes. The peak from the (H)COCA(CO)NH spectrum

corresponds to the same correlation as the peak HN70-

N70(CA69CO69) discussed above, but is now labelled as

(HN70N70)CA69CO69. The other peak is (HN70N70)

CA70CO70 from the (H)CACO(CA)NH spectrum. The

chemical shift values of CA70 and CO70 are obtained from

this peak and we can then proceed to the H–N 2D planes

defined by CA70 and CO70 of both 4D spectra. Here,

besides the known peak HN70N70(CA70CO70) from the

(H)CACO(CA)NH spectrum, there is another peak from

the (H)COCA(CO)NH spectrum.

This peak is HN71N71(CA70CO70) which provides the

HN and N chemical shifts of residue I71. The same process

can be repeated and the sequential connectivity established.

To illustrate the high sensitivity and resolution of the

recorded spectra, traces of the HN70N70CA70CO70 and

HN70N70CA69CO69 peaks along all four dimensions are

shown in Fig. 2b. The line width of CA is larger than of

CO because CA–CO, CA–CB and CA-2H scalar couplings

are not decoupled. The 2D HN–N planes from the two 4D

spectra defined by the CA69 and CO69 chemical shifts
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overlay very well with the corresponding correlations in

the 2D (H)NH correlation spectrum (Fig. S2), which

demonstrates the high resolution and accuracy of peak

positions in the 4D spectra.

The input for (semi)-automatic backbone assignment

software is prepared as follows: For every HN–N peak in

the 2D (H)NH spectrum (Chevelkov et al. 2014) (see Fig.

S1), one obtains COi and CAi shifts from the (H)CACO(-

CA)NH spectrum, and COi - 1 and CAi - 1 shifts from the

(H)COCA(CO)NH spectrum. This results in a spin system

table containing entries of six chemical shift values: HNi,

Ni, CAi, COi, CAi - 1 and COi - 1, which is suitable input

for (semi-)automatic backbone assignment software. Then

the correlations between HN–N pairs are established by

matching CA and CO chemical shifts.

One merit of our approach is that the connection

between HN–N anchor points is always based on two

chemical shifts: CA and CO. This significantly reduces

the ambiguity of sequential connections. In case of small

proteins such as PrgI, this method achieves sequential

connectivity without any ambiguity. With 0.5 ppm for CA

and 0.2 ppm for CO as tolerances of chemical shift

mismatch, the sequential connectivity is unique through-

out the whole sequence. These tolerance values fit well to

the peak line-widths observed in the corresponding

dimensions (Fig. 2b). The mismatch values of sequential

connectivity are shown in Fig. 3a, b, c and d (as gener-

ated by the software MARS). In contrast, if only either

CA or CO chemical shift are employed, numerous pos-

sible connections remain within the same tolerance

(Fig. 3e, f).

In this study, we used MARS (Jung and Zweckstetter

2004) successfully to obtain sequential connections

between visible signals in the 2D (H)NH spectrum. This

procedures constitutes a semi-automatic approach. In

principle, the generated data could be readily combined

with side chain information and mapped onto the primary

sequence to obtain a complete assignment table.

Our approach is not limited to the two experimental

schemes described above as long as the same correlation

Fig. 2 a 2D planes of 4D spectra are shown to illustrate the

assignment procedure. The chemical shifts of the other two dimen-

sions are shown in the upper-left corner of each 2D plane. Peaks from

the (H)COCA(CO)NH spectrum are shown in blue and peaks from

the (H)CACO(CA)NH spectrum in green. The peaks are labelled in

such a way that the two dimensions that define the 2D plane position

in the 4D spectra are indicated in brackets. Arrows correspond to the

working flow during the walk along the backbone. Dashed lines

connect pairs of peaks with the same chemical shifts in both

dimensions of the planes. b Traces of HN70N70CA70CO70 (green)

and HN70N70CA69CO69 (blue) along all four dimensions. Line-

widths (FWHH) are indicated
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information is obtained from alternative experiments. For

example, in the ultra-fast spinning regime (MAS rates

[40 kHz) and at high external magnetic fields, perdeu-

terated samples with 100 % reprotonation on exchangeable

sites or even fully protonated samples may be used (Knight

et al. 2011; Zhou et al. 2012) instead. In this case, direct

transfer pathways may be superior (Knight et al. 2011;

Zhou et al. 2012) to ‘‘out and back’’ transfer pathways as

employed here.

Conclusion

In summary, we have introduced an efficient semi-auto-

matic backbone assignment approach based on two com-

plementary proton-detected 4D experiments recorded with

a NUS scheme. This method was successfully applied to a

highly deuterated PrgI needle sample and implemented

using relatively modest hardware. Provided that similar

data quality could be obtained for supramolecular assem-

blies with larger subunits sizes than PrgI–possibly by

performing the experiments at higher magnetic fields and

spin rates -, the described method should be of general use

in solid-state NMR investigations of complex and large

systems.
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